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The paintings in this body of work are some of the most fascinating and far-reaching to emerge from the
Pacific region in a number of generations. Created by an elder of the Ömie tribe’s Dahorurajé clan—a
small community who reside on the volcano Huvaimo and its approaches high in Papua New Guinea’s
Oro Province—they are likely to be among the last artworks made by the pre-contact generation of Ömie
elders.
For various reasons these remarkable paintings are also some of the most significant artworks made in
PNG since the country gained its independence in 1975. While they depict Ömie-specific folklore of great
antiquity—and this itself is notable for both artistic and anthropological reasons—the incentive for their
creation is also very important; that is, as a response to the difficulties faced by a contemporary tribal
group living in a remote part of this vast and decentralised country.
A fitful nation struggling with a broad range of difficulties—including poor governance, extensive
corruption and inequitable apportionment of the country’s common wealth—PNG is unable to provide
even the most basic services to the majority of its population. In a land with more than 800 language/
cultural groups and only 111 seats in its national parliament, the vast majority of these groups regard
themselves as unrepresented and vulnerable to tenuous political and commercial alliances which could
quickly destroy their traditional lifestyles. This unbalanced political situation coincides with the ‘big-man’
system so prevalent in Melanesian society. In PNG it is common for those in power to provide their
constituents with protection and economic assistance in return for political support; this allows
incumbents to consolidate their own positions, status and wealth.
While they are a far more graphic in certain aspects of the Ömie sa’aré nï’ï’ï vahd’e (Ömie creation) story
than the artist’s first body of work, these remarkable paintings also express the plaintive appeal of a
senior tribal leader trying to assert his people’s sovereignty over the lands they have occupied since
before recorded time. Aware that the Ömie lack the legal, political and commercial patronage necessary
to protect themselves from external influences, this brave elder has progressively revealed his
Ancestors' most important and sacred knowledge to the outside world. This unprecedented action was
not taken lightly but was prompted by the imminent intrusion of logging, mining and agricultural interests
into the Ömies’ long-established territory. Unanimously the elders felt the time was right for them to
assert their claims in the only way they knew how.
Similar to the 1963 bark petitions to the Australian House of Representatives by the Yolngu people of
Yirrkala (which asserted Yolngu ownership of land upon which mining was proposed), Warrimou’s new
suite of paintings are an attempt to document the Ömies’ inalienable claims to their homelands. Initiated

and executed by Rex, but with the full blessing of the other elders, this project sees the first ever detailed
pictorial representation of the Ömie sa’aré nï’ï’ï vahd’e (Ömie creation) story.
Warrimou’s declaration on this matter is as follows:
I want to share my stories with the world so that everyone can see that this is our land, Ömie
people’s land, it is the land of our Ancestors. This is where we come from, where the Spirits
of our Ancestors reside and are still staying, here in the mountains of Huvaimo. This is the
first time we are sharing our stories with the world, to teach them about our culture and how
we are the true people of this land. My father Warrimou taught me everything about all of
these mountains, all the rivers and creatures. About the formation of this land at the
beginning of time and the creation of the first people, Mina and Suja, by the Creator
Uhöeggö'e at Mount Ömie. Now it is my responsibility to watch over this land so it is safe
for future generations. And so I am here, always, protecting this land, holding our stories.1
As an expression of unique human existence these nine monumental paintings are of inestimable value
to the Ömie, Papua New Guinea and the world. They are possibly one of the last authentic declarations
of an unaffected civilisation trying to protect and pursue its singular cultural identity and continuance.

1. Translated by Didymus Bojugo—a Dahoruajé clan man and Rex Warrimou's nephew.

LIZARD/MAN CREATOR UHÖEGGÖ'E FORMING THE FIRST MAN, MINA, AND THE WORLD FROM THE
PRIMORDIAL WATER AT THE SITE OF ÖMIE 2015
Natural pigments on barkcloth
69 × 126 cm

WA T E R O F D A R K N E S S A N D L I G H T A T T H E B E G I N N I N G O F T I M E 2 0 1 5
Natural pigments on barkcloth
40 × 67 cm

LIZARD/MAN CREATOR UHÖEGGÖ'E IN THE PRIMORDIAL WATER AT THE SITE OF ÖMIE 2015
Natural pigments on barkcloth
60 × 66 cm

UHÖEGGÖ'E CREATING THE FIRST PEOPLE, MINA AND SUJA 2015
Natural pigments on barkcloth
46 × 75 cm

MINA AND SUJA AT THEIR HOME ON MOUNT OBO 2015
Natural pigments on barkcloth
61 × 75 cm

MINA CREATING AND HEALING SUJA'S VAGINA 2015
Natural pigments on barkcloth
77 × 56 cm

MINA HAVING SEX WITH SUJA FOR THE FIRST TIME 2015
Natural pigments on barkcloth
72 × 84 cm

SUJA CREATING THE FIRST NIOGE (BARKCLOTH) AT UHOJO RIVER 2015
Natural pigments on barkcloth
55 × 58 cm

SUJA GIVING BIRTH TO HER SON BIBIDO 2015
Natural pigments on barkcloth
52 × 58 cm

MINA AND SUJA HAVING SEX IN THE FORBIDDEN PLACE, CREATING MOUNT ÖMIE,
AND BOUNCING DOWN INTO SAVODOBEHI CAVE 2015
Natural pigments on barkcloth
67 × 45 cm

ÖMIE CREATION2
“This is what our Ancestors taught us.” — Rex Warrimou (Sabïo)
At the beginning of time, Uhöeggö'e the lizard lived in a freshwater lake3. Uhöeggö'e shed its skin and became a
human man and the world became dark. Uhöeggö'e saw the Sun, Moon and stars reflected in the water but they
were not in the sky. Uhöeggö'e was unhappy living in darkness and thought to himself, “I want brightness!”. The
water in the lake split down the centre. One half of the water remained as water and also became light. Then
Uhöeggö'e said, “But I need darkness!”, and the other half of the water became darkness.
The waves of water caused during the creation of light and dark formed the land called Ömie. Mount Ömie gave
birth to the mountains A’oji4, Madorajo’amoho5, Uruj’e6 and Guamo7. The land grew and spread out from the first
mountain Ömie8 like the roots and trunk of a tree, and the other mountains grew like branches. The many mountains
were formed as one great mountain, Huvaimo9. Huvaimo stands strong, it is like a body and its many mountains are
like limbs—a left and right arm. The left arm is short but the right arm is long and extends around and protects the
sacred first mountain, Mount Ömie, at its heart. Uhöeggö’e placed one leg on the side of the pool of water and saw
that it was land.
Uhöeggö'e was at the lake10 and created everything from its water—the trees, plants, animals, insects, birds, wind,
storms, stones, fire and fruits and vegetables for food. He saw the world he had created was very beautiful but that
there was no one to look after it.
Uhöeggö’e watched as the water in the lake tried to create human beings. But the water was making many
mistakes—the humans did not look like proper humans. Uhöeggö’e looked into the lake and saw himself reflected
in its surface like a mirror and thought to himself, “I am going to create a man in my own image.” He drew his own
image in the ground and with his hands he then helped the water mould the first man Mina11 and said, “Now you
will become a man.” Then he drew the first woman Suja12 in the ground and with his hands he helped the water
mould her and said, “Now you will become a woman.” Mina was fully formed however Suja lacked a vagina. While

2. © Rex Warrimou (Sabïo)—Translated by Raphael Bujava and Didymus Bojugo; transcribed by Brennan King at
Savodobehi and Port Moresby, 2009–15.
3. This freshwater lake is at the site of Mount Ömie but, at this stage of Creation, Mount Ömie had not yet formed.
4. a’oji means ‘with people’.
5. madorajo’amoho means ‘true home’. Mount Madorajo’amoho is the volcanic peak of Huvaimo.
6. uruj’e means ‘harvest’.
7. guamo means ‘hole’.
8. Mount Ömie is also known as Mount Guvago. The origin of the word ‘Ömie’ comes from the Ömie words ömeh and
ömi’eh, which mean ‘create’. That is why the mountain is called Ömie because it was the first mountain created.
9. huvaimo means ‘creating’. Huvaimo is the original Ömie name for the greater volcano, Mount Lamington.
10. This lake is on the land that is now Mount Ömie.
11. The name Mina means ‘I am the meat of the animals’, from mi (animal), and na (me). Mina was the first great hunter
and man who sacrificed the first animal for its meat at Mount Obo. He did not use the meat to eat but used it like wood
to sustain fire.
12. The name Suja means ‘I don’t know’. Suja, being the first woman, was very confused as she did not know how to
do anything in her strange new world.

creating Mina and Suja, the water made many incorrect versions. Uhöeggö’e disposed of the leftover waste of
imprecise humans, dropping it at the head of the Guvunna River which flows down from Huvaimo.13
The first mountain Ömie was sacred and had to be kept that way so Uhöeggö’e ordered Mina and Suja to go and
live at Mount Obo so they went. Everything that had been created in the world and everything that Mina and Suja
needed was there. They lived together as husband and wife in their house at the top of Mount Obo. They were both
naked and Mina saw that he had a penis. He felt like having sex with Suja so he played with her thighs but she had
no vagina so he decided he would create one. He went to Nia’i River14 and picked up a sharp stone and then carried
it home up the mountain.
Mina told his wife Suja to lie down and he made an incision between her legs. Mina saw that the hole he created in
Suja was bleeding so he told her to sit with her legs open by the fire to dry the blood. The heat dried the blood and
created a scab. Suja also had some swelling so he collected medicinal tree leaves including ihan’e, manasuhan’e,
rororohan’e and omohan’e (bush bamboo). He boiled the leaves in water and placed them over Suja’s wound to
warm and heal it. The scab healed a little more so Mina removed it and wrapped it in manasuhan’e leaves. He hung
the bundle of leaves with the scab inside it from the sago leaf roof above the fire. As the heat from the fire dried the
scab, Suja’s hole healed completely and her vagina was formed. Mina then had sex with Suja and felt that it was
pleasurable. Feeling happy and proud of himself, he raised his hand, hit his chest and said, “Kanori kinori! Nasi
overoh awoho’é jev’e!” (“I made a woman’s vagina with my own hands and I am feeling good now!”).
Mina and Suja continued having sex but after a few months Suja menstruated for the first time. Mina instructed her
to build a small hut15 at the bottom of Mount Obo to live for the duration of her menstruation. She collected firewood
and gathered enough food to eat until her period finished. While Suja was in the hut, Mina called to her, “If your
monthly period is finished cut the bark of the sihe tree and make a barkcloth skirt.” By the Uhojo River, she cut the
inner bark of the sih’e tree and rinsed it in the water. She beat the barkcloth with a stone mallet16, creating the first
sihi’nioge (plain barkcloth). When she did not have her period she would wear this plain barkcloth. And when she
had her period she would wear a grey-coloured barkcloth (sihoti’e nioge) dyed in the clay and mud. The Sun was
going down so she returned to her husband at the top of Mount Obo. When it got dark, they did not have sex and
slept in separate beds. The next day when the Sun came up they worked together in the garden and did everything
together.
Suja soon fell pregnant to Mina at Mount Obo. When she was in labour, Mina instructed her to go to the menstruation
hut to give birth. She gave birth there to a son named Bibido and stayed in the hut until the baby’s umbilical cord fell
off. She washed Bibido in the river and then returned to her husband.

13. The following information is not described in the Creation story, however, it is relevant to mention here. The sea was
formed when the Ömies’ neighbouring tribe, the Orokaivans, came to Mount Ömie and broke the lake and the water was
dragged down to create rivers and flowed out to become the sea.
14. The Nia’i River flows down from Mount Obo.
15. The Ömie menstruation hut is called an ivi’ino’ovétové and also, jé’o jarwé. The hut is a simple construction made
from tree branch forks supporting roof beams, covered in bush banana leaves.
16. In Ömie language, this stone mallet is called a kivaroi.

Baby Bibido was growing fast so Mina and Suja decided to move to the flat land beside Obo called Tohirumo. They
wanted to collect gijemwé17 fruits so they took Bibido to the bush with them. Suja chopped a branch of the gohatwé
tree and hung her baby from it in a bilum (woven string-bag). Mina and Suja gathered the fruits on opposite sides of
the large gijemwé tree. The roots of the tree protruded from the ground and were very tall. Suja was closest to the
tree where Bibido was hanging.
While they were collecting the fruits Bibido cried and cried because there was a Spirit-mother living in the sugsug
plant. She lived there because it was a good place to hide herself amongst its large leaves. The Spirit-mother had
her own Spirit-baby. She went to where Bibido was hanging from the tree and took him out of the bilum and put her
own Spirit-baby inside the bilum.
The Spirit-baby had the same cry as Bibido. The baby was crying so much Mina thought that his son’s throat would
break so he asked Suja to go and see why Bibido was crying. She went towards the bilum, took the Spirit-baby out
without looking at it and began breast-feeding it. She felt the baby biting her breast and then saw it was the Spiritbaby. She called to Mina and said, “Mina, come and see! This baby is not our son Bibido!” They were very distressed
so Mina took the Spirit-baby by the ankles and whipped the baby against the roots of the gijemwé tree. The Spiritbaby died and they left it by the roots of the gijemwé tree.
Mina and Suja went looking for their son Bibido. They looked everywhere but couldn’t find him. When Bibido was
stolen by the Spirit-mother, he pulled a small hola’e tree from the ground and also got some bush-snail shells18 so
he could carve a spear. The wood-shavings from the spear Bibido carved were left on the ground. Mina and Suja
saw the wood-shavings and could not believe that their baby could carve a spear. They thought that Bibido must
have grown to a teenage boy. The Spirit-mother took Bibidio to Mehïno River beside Mount Obo. Mina and Suja
followed the Spirit-mother’s footprints to track their son. At Mehïno River, Bibido found a black palm and fashioned
a second spear using the seedpods of the gijemwé tree to sharpen it. Whenever Bibido had a chance, out of sight
of the Spirit-mother, he would make his spears.
The Spirit-mother took Bibido all the way to Mahula19 and then into the lands of the neighbouring Samwejé tribe20.
Mina and Suja followed the tracks only as far as Mahula where they left a message with the Spirit who lived there
to tell the Samwejé people to inform Mina and Suja if their son Bibido is seen in Samwejé lands. Mina and Suja then
returned to Mount Obo.
When Mina and Suja were at Mount Obo a message came from the Samwejé people to let them know that Bibido
was living safely in their lands. Bibido was living in a giant marové fig tree at Umajeje village. Using bo’e (bush rope)
he made a net structure in the high branches of the tree. Many creatures would come to eat the figs so it was easy
for Bibido to spear the animals for food. Bibido had a strong spear made from black palm that had a sharp point at
both the top and bottom. One end would be used to spear birds and the animals in the tree branches and the other
end would be used to spear the wild animals that came to eat the fallen fruit under the tree. In the high branches he

17. gijemwé is the same fruit that Ömie men and women use to make rattles and anklet rattles. Also known as the sujobibajo tree.
18. In Ömie language, these bush-snail shells are called vaigu dere.
19. Mahula is a place closest to Anahobehi village at Gora in Ömie territory.
20. Samwejé lands are a part of the neighbouring Managalasi tribe’s territory.

would spear cuscus and tree-kangaroos. And when birds flew to the tree he would use his spear to stab them
upwards and say, “My name is Bibido! I am the one spearing you!” By saying this he would always successfully spear
the bird he was aiming for. When Bibido saw pigs or cassowaries on the ground he would throw his spear down and
say, “I am Bibido! I am the one spearing you!” and he never missed.
An old Samwejé woman and her daughter Uroro were living at Umajeje village. The villagers advised Uroro’s mother
that Uroro was pubescent and the right age to go into the guai21, an underground hole where she would live until
sexual maturation and undergo her ujawé22 (tattoo initiation rite) before marriage. Uroro’s mother agreed and it was
her responsibility to provide food for Uroro while she lived in the guai but the old woman struggled because she did
not have a husband to help her hunt. The old Samweje mother followed the scent of rotting meat and came to
Bibido’s marové tree, where she found pigs, cassowary23 and many other foods. Bibido helped the old woman
provide food for her daughter Uroro while she lived in the guai.
After Uroro underwent her tattooing initiation in the guai, the village prepared a big ceremonial feast24 to celebrate
her coming of age. An invitation was sent to Mina and Suja at Mount Obo to attend Uroro’s ceremonial initiation
feast. So Mina and Suja travelled to Umajeje village. When they arrived, Uroro came out from the guai and there
was a spectacular feast for her. Bibido also attended and Mina and Suja were very happy to see their son again for
the first time since they were separated. The old Samwejé mother expressed to Mina and Suja that she wished for
her daughter Uroro to marry their son Bibido, and they agreed. The day after the feast, Bibido and Uroro were
married.
Mina, Suja, Bibido and Uroro were returning to Mount Obo. They were travelling across flat land in a line with Mina
at the front, then Bibido, Uroro and then Suja at the very back. They came to the small creek, Suwaro25 and as they
were all crossing, Bibido and Uroro just disappeared. Suja thought that Bibido was with Mina. Mina turned and saw
Bibido was missing and asked Suja where he was. They were shocked that Bibido and Uroro had disappeared and
went looking for them. They looked everywhere but could not find them so they returned home to Mount Obo.
A few days later Mina and Suja awoke to birds singing and they decided to go hunting for food at Mount Ömie with
their two dogs. They came to a clearing in the forest on Mount Ömie where there were no sticks or rocks on the

21. The guai was a deep, rectangular dugout hole in the ground where young adult boys and girls would live until sexual
maturation. The holes were covered with split black palm roofs and covered with dirt so no one would know the young
adults were in there. There were small doors where parents could pass their children food so they would grow well. Inside, the hole was separated into individual living compartments with enough room for the young adults to still be able
walk around. Boys and girls were forbidden from touching each other while in the guai, otherwise their bodies would not
grow and they would become thin.
22. When boys and girls who lived inside the guai reached sexual maturity and became men and women, elders would
go inside the guai to tattoo them for their ujawé initiation. Men’s bodies would be tattooed with: vinohu’e (design of the
bellybutton); taigu taigu’e; mododai diburi’e; sabu deje/sabu ahe (spots of the wood-boring grub); obohutaigue; and
odunaigö’e (jungle vine). Women’s faces would be tattooed with: jo’o sor’e (uncurling fern fronds); and taigu taigu’e.
23. Dwarf cassowary (Casuarius bennetti)
24. In Ömie language, this ceremonial feast is called the ujavu soroi.
25. Suwaro Creek is in Ömie territory.

The sacred Creation site Mount Ömie

ground. There were no birds calling and it was very peaceful. Mina told Suja this was a nice, clean place so they
should have sex. Suja said that the place was sacred so they should not have sex there. Mina accused Suja of
cheating on him with another man and that she had been hiding the affair from him. Mina thought this was the real
reason why she didn’t want to have sex with him. Mina said, “I want to have sex with you now!” Suja saw that Mina’s
penis was erect so she told him he could do what he wanted to her.
As Mina and Suja were having sex in the sacred place, dark clouds began to cover Mount Ömie and rain started
pouring. Suja told Mina that she had warned him not to have sex with her there and said, “Look, now we are in
trouble!” Then a rainbow emerged, a little bit of sun came out and the sky had a red haze. The dark cloud completely
covered Mount Ömie and the mountain began to grow higher and higher inside the cloud. Mount Ömie became so
high and the valleys became so deep that there was no way for Mina and Suja to escape. They were stuck on top
of Mount Ömie and the dark cloud disappeared.
Mina and Suja looked for a path to descend the mountain but could not find one. So Mina used the gyohe vine and
wove a very strong bilum. He put one of the dogs inside it, protecting its entire body, and then lowered the dog down
from Mount Ömie. The dog landed on the side of Mount Oroto’om, then bounced to the flat land Munéaynu.
Munéaynu was slippery so the dog slid inside the cave Savodobehi26 beside the waterfall at River Ïdo at the bottom
of Mount Ömie and disappeared. Mina and Suja watched as the dog bounced from Mount Oroto’om to Munéaynu
and slid into Savodobehi cave. They made another strong bilum and lowered the second dog down the mountain
but the exact same thing happened. Then Mina put Suja in a strong bilum and lowered her down but she also
bounced from Oroto’om to Munéaynu and slid into Savodobehi cave. Finally, Mina wove a strong bilum for himself
and rolled down Mount Ömie. Half way down he shouted, “Wirro wirro”, which is the name of a red bird. Then he too
bounced from Oroto’om to Munéaynu and slid into Savodobehi cave. Mina, Suja and their two dogs stayed living
there in Savodobehi cave.27

26. Savodobehi translates as ‘The place of entrance to the hole’. The Ömie word for ‘hole’ is savojé. The village name
Savodobehi originates from the name of this cave.
27. The snake Utibuno, with its burning tail, spread fire underneath Huvaimo by burrowing and creating tunnels. Utibuno
lives beside Savodobehi cave at Mount Ömie.
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BIOGRAPHY
Rex Warrimou (Sabïo) is Jagorai (Law Man) of the Dahorurajé clan. He is the senior custodian of
Ömie creation knowledge and ‘keeper’ of many important Dahorurajé clan stories. Rex’s father,
the late Chief Warrimou, entrusted him with this prestigious role.
By the late-1940s, missionaries had encroached into Ömie territory and were endeavouring to
stamp out customary Ömie cultural practices. Sadly, they had already forbidden important rituals
such as initiation and funerary ceremonies. Consequently, Warrimou was a key figure in the
preservation of Ömie cultural traditions and time-honoured visual arts production.
The volcano Huvaimo is a sacred and powerful place where Ömie Ancestor Spirits reside. It
erupted in 1951 and Warrimou believed the Ancestor Spirits were warning his people that their
culture was being lost. In order to appease these forebears, Warrimou actively encouraged
women Ömie artists to continue painting barkcloth. Additionally, he urged them to transfer
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To this day, the survival of Ömie barkcloth art is largely credited to Warrimou (along with his sister
Nogi). Warrimou instilled in his son Rex the importance of preserving and maintaining traditional
cultural practices and he is now considered the ‘keeper’ of the profound knowledge taught to him
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unique (for Ömie) figurative style. He is currently the only male artist painting for Ömie Artists.
Rex Warrimou’s traditional lands encompass the southern and eastern sides of Huvaimo itself,
and the surrounding mountain ranges. With his family, Rex tirelessly watches over and cares for
his homelands. Rex maintains the vital balance between his ‘people’ (including past, present and
future generations) and the sacred environment from which they were created and of which they
are so intrinsically a part. Rex is married to artist Jean-Mary Warrimou (Hujama) and together they
have seven children. His sister Lila Warrimou (Misaso), with whom he sometimes collaborates, is
the Paramount Chief of Ömie women.
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